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EXECUTK SUMMARY

This report describes a proposed process for performing criticality analyses for the potential
repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. These analyses are performed for the time period ranging
from the time of receipt of fissile material until permanent closure of the repository (preclosure
period). The process describes how criticality safety analyses are performed for various
configurations of waste in disposal containers or waste packages that could occur during
preclosure as a result of Design Basis Events (DBEs). The report proposes a licensing strategy
for preclosure that will allow a consistent transition from pre- to postclosure, thereby possibly
reducing potential cost increases and delays in licensing of Yucca Mountain. The report further
describes the various models contained in the methodology and presents the. validation process
for these models. The criticality-related criteria for ensuring subcriticality are also described. The
experimental data used to validate the models and the corresponding analytical evaluations of the
data are provided in references. This report also identifies areas where additional data and
analyses are required.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The purpose of this report is to present a proposed methodology for analyzing the
potential for criticality duning the preclosure period of the repository at Yucca Mountain.
This methodology can be used to demonstrate compliance with United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulatory criticality requirements for storage and
disposal of fissionable material. Application of the methodology will address any
applicable NRC design criteria and will also provide input to the Integrated Safety
Analysis (ISA) that will determine if the repository will meet its overall performance
objectives for the repository operations through permanent closure.

This report is written consistent with the Draft Standard Review Plan for the Review of a
License Application for a Fuel Cycle Facility, NUREG 1520 (NRC 1998a) issued by the
NRC's Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards and the proposed rule: 10 CFR
Part 63-Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste In a Proposed Geological Repository
at Yucca Mountain, Nevada (DOE 1999) Both of these documents provide a basis for
risk-informed compliance demonstrations. While NUREG 1520 is not directly applicable
to a facility for handling spent nuclear fuel, the risk-informed approach to criticality
analysis in NUREG 1520 is considered indicative of how the NRC will approach ris'k-
informed criticality analysis at spent fuel facilities in the future.

Further, this methodology will provide a consistent transition from preclosure to
postclosure analyses by using the same general approach submitted to the NRC in the
Disposal Criticality Analysis Methodology Topical Report (DOE 1998a) which is
intended for postclosure, and uses a risk-informed approach.

The proposed approach will provide similar margin-to-criticality for preclosure and
postclosure and use similar, if not identical, methodology for criticality for both periods.
Margin-to-criticality is the sum of biases and uncertainties, administrative margins, and
reactivity due to bounding requirements (DOE 1998a, pp. 4-9, 4-13) that are applied to
the estimated value of the neutron multiplication factor. The proposed approach also has
an advantage of providing a parallel regulatory framework for evaluation of preclosure
and postclosure performance and Is consistent with NRC's approach of supporting risk-
informed, performance-based regulation for fuel cycle facilities.

This report proposes a risk-informed approach for criticality safety of the waste package
during preclosure. It involves a deterministic calculation and prohibition of criticality
supported by risk analysis. The deterministic aspects of the method are consistent with
deterministic criticality methods practiced at NRC-licensed facilities that handle spent
fuel. The proposed method includes credit for burnup similar to the postclosure
methodology (DOE 1998a), which is in line with storage, transportation, and spent fuel
pools. Since new fuel cycle facilities will use a risk-informed approach, it is natural for
Yucca Mountain to be licensed in both periods with a risk-informed approach. This
proposed licensing approach is consistent with the proposed 10 CFR Part 63 and NUREG
1520.
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For commercial spent nuclear fuel the primary difference between traditional licensing of
fuel cycle fatcilites away from a reactor and the approach proposed here is the absence of
burnup credit in the traditional approach. However, burztiip credit is allowed for
commercial spent fuel pools at commercial reactor sites, storage, and transportation
systems. This precedence reduces the risk of obtaming burnup crdit. The burnup credit
approach proposed is essentially the same approach used for postclosure in DOE (1998a).
Section 3A.4 shows the similarities and differences between the proposed approach for
obtaining burnup credit for preclosure and the approach used for spent fuel pools at
reactor sites.

Another difference between traditional licensing of fuel cycle facilities away from a
reactor and the approach proposed here is the absence of risk analysis in the traditional
approach. However, this is changing, as evidenced by NUREG 1520.

The probability of success for this proposed licensing strategy is enhanced by precedence
of regulation (10 CFR Part 63 and NUREG 1520) and commercial precedence for
allowing burnup credit at sites simila to Yucca Mountain during preclosure. The strategy
does pose some licensing risk because the proposed methodology has not yet been
accepted by the U.S. NRC.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

The objective of the Predosure Critlcality Analysis Process Report is to present the
process for performing preclosure criticality analyses for disposal containezs and waste
packages. The report may be referenced for work supporting the License Application.

1.3 SCOPE

The scope of the Preclosure Critlcality Analysis Process Report is to document the
process for performing preclosurc criticality safety analyses. When this approach is
accepted, the process will be used to perform criticality safety analyses for various
configurations of commercial SNF, defense high-level waste glass, plutonium can-in-
canister, or DOE SNF which could occur during preclosure as a result of Design Basis
Events. The focus is on safety requirements and the methodology applied to the disposal
container and waste package.

1A QUALITY ASSURANCE

This report was prepared in accordance with the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
System (CRWMS) Management and Operating Contractor (M&O) Quality
Administrative Procedures (QAPs). The process described in this report is related to the
evaluation of the Monitored Geologic Repository (MGR) waste package and engineered
barrier segment The waste package and engineered barrier segment have been identified
as items important to radiological safety and waste isolation in the QAP-2-3 evaluation
titled Classification of the Preliminary MGDS Repository Design (CRWMS M&O
1999a, p. IV-II). Tbe waste package Operations responsible manager has evaluated the
report development activity in accordance with QAP-2-0 Conduct of Activities. The
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determined the preparation and review of the document is subject to Quafty Assurance
Requirements wad Description (QARD) (DOE 1998b) controls. There is no
determination-of-importance evaluations developed in accordance with Nevada Lbne
Procedire, NLP-2-0, since the report does not involve any field activity.

The results provided in Appendix A of this report are drawn from various analyses,
calculations, and evaluations developed in accordance with the CRWMS M&O QAPs.
The information presented in this report is not design information that can be used to
support procurement, fibrication, or construction. -

15 USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE

No computer software subject to the QARD was used in the development of this report,
however results reported in this document were drawn from various documents, which
used software subject to the requirements of the QARD. The details of the computer
software approved for quality affecting work used to generate the results, and the
software controls used, are provided in the various individual documents referenced by
this report
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2. PROCESS

2.1 REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

There are five basic operations that may affect preclosure criticality safety.

1. Operations in the carrierfcask handling System
2. Operations in the assembly transfer system
3. Operations in the canister transfer system
4. Operations in the disposal container handling system
5. Emplacement of waste packages and subsequent storage in Yucca Mountain.

A waste package is known as a disposal container until it is filled with waste and the
closure lids are welded in place and inspected. hereafter, it is known as a waste package.
His section focs on regulatory requirements for criticality safety of disposal

containers and waste packages that are mainly influenced by operations 4 and 5 above.

It is considered desirable to perform the criticality analyses for the disposal containers
and waste packages so there is a seamless transition between the process (methodology),
the criteria, and the requirements used for preclosure and postelosure criticality
evaluations of the waste package. This use of a risk-informed,. performance-based
approach for both preclosure and postelosure ceates a paralle regulatory framework for
evaluating preclosure and postclosure performance and allows for similar margin-to-
criticality for both periods.

It is possible that some of the regulatory requirements for dry storage will come into
effect for operations with disposal containers. It is not desirable to use all of the
requirements for dry storage since burnup credit is not currently allowed. The guidance
provided in NUREG 1520 (NRC 1998a), for both integrated safety analysis and
criticality safety analysis, is considered indicative of current NRC thinddng on risk-
informed regulation of spent fuel handling and storage facilities.

The Critical Limits in DOE (1998a, pp. 4-27, 4-28) are very close to the k-effective (kdr)
limit allowed for the interspersed moderator accident using fresh fuel at a reactor site
(NRC 1998b, p. 5). If it can be shown that the limiting accident is interspersed
moderation and thsis a hily unlikely event, then it can be argued that it is allowable to
use the same critical limit applicable to postclosure. Jt may also be possible to
demonstrate that simultaneous failure of the lid weld (a permanent weld significantly
reduces the probability of water intrusion, which could make criticality an unlikely
event), flooding of a waste package, and loss of fixed absorbers is highly unlikely when
waste including spent fuel is stored subsurface. This could justify the use of a reduced
administrative margin (NRC 1998b, p. 5, Section 4b). If this proposed approach is
adopted, the System Description Documents for the applicable waste package will need
to be. revised (e.g, CRWMS M&O 1999c, criteria 12.1.5, p. 10). The current
requirement states the following: w'he calculated effective multiplication factor k.0)
must be sufficiently below unity to show at least a 5% margin after allowance for the bias
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in method of calculation and the uncertainty in the experiments used to validate the
method of calculation".

The guidance that follows was taken from NRC (1998b). This guidance was intended for
commercial spent fuel, however it is generally being applied for those waste forms listed
in the scope of this report, unless indicated differently. The term waste form will be
applied to the canistered or uncaniseed form (e.g., commercial fuel assembly).

2.1.1 General Design Criteria

The general guidance used for waste form storage and handling is as follows:

Criticality in the waste package or-disposal canister shall be prevented by physical
systems or processes, preferably by use of geometrically safe configurations.

This criterion has been used in recent license applications for multi-region spent fuel
storage racks, checkerboard loading patterns for spent fuel storage, credit for burnup, and
credit for non-removable poison inserts (NRC 1998b). It applies to the waste forms in the
scope of this report.

The following guidance is applicable to commercial spent' nuclear fuel (SNF)
(pressurized water reactor (PWR) and boiling water reactor (BWR) spent fuel).

The determination of the effective multiplication factor, kIs, for commercial SNF should
consider and clearly identify the following:

A. Fuel rod parameters, including:

1. Rod diameter

2. Cladding material and cladding thickness

.3. Fuel rod pellet or stack density and initial uranium-235 (U-235) enrichment of
* each fuel rod in the assembly (a bounding enrichment is acceptable)

B. Fuel assembly parameters, including:

1. Assembly length and planar dimensions

2. Fuel rod pitch

3. Total rnumber of fuel rods in the assembly

.4. Locations in the fuel assembly lattice that are empty or contain non-fuel
material
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5. Integrl neutron absorber (burnable poison) content of various fuel rods and
locations in fuel assembly

6. Structural materials (e.g, grids) that arm an integral part of the fuel assembly

Similar requirements on geometry and material concentrations will be used for disposal
containers and waste packages containing the other waste forms in the scope of this
report. These requirements will also focus on the geometry and material concentrations of
the waste forms.

For commercial SNF the criticality safety analyses will explicitly address the treatment of
axial and planar variations of fuel assembly characteristics, such as fuel enrichment and
integral neutron absorber if present (e g., gadolinia in certain fuel rods of BWR and PWR
assemblies or integral fuel burnable absorbers coatings in certain fuel rods of PWR
assemblies, or gadolinia in plutonium)). It is not clear if these analyses will be needed if
credit is not taken for these desig features. The latter characteristics should only be
required if it is intended to take credit for the presence of these materials; however, they
may be required if burnup credit is taken for commercial SNF. In general, credit for
integral absorbers is not expected for commercial SNF, but credit for burnup will be
sought For other waste forms credit for integral absorbers can be used if there are no
mechanisms which remove the absorber during preclosure.

Whenever reactivity equivalencing (e.g., the substitution of boron for certain fission
products) is employed, or if a correlation owith the reactivity of commercial fuel
assemblies in a standard core geometry is used; the equivalent reactivities must be
eialuated in the disposal container or waste package. In the latter approach, sufficient
uncertainties will be incorporated into the keifflimit to account for the reactivity effects of
the following:

A. Non-uniform enrichment variation
B. Uncertainty in the calculation of k
C. Uncertainty in average enrichment

If the criticality safety of the disposal container or waste package relies on administrative
procedures, these procedures will be explicitly identified and implemented in operating
procedures and/or technical specification limits.

2.1.2 Criticality Analysis Methods and Computer Codes

Where possible, the primary method of analysis should be verified by a second,
independent method of analysis. Acceptable computer codes include, but are not
necessarily limited to, the following (NRC 1998b, p. 3) codes.

A. CASMO-A multi-group transport theory code in two dimensions

B. NITAWL-KENOSa-A muti-group transport theory code in three dimensions,
using the Monte Carlo technique
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C. PHOENIX-P orDOT-A milti-group transport theory codes in two dimensions,
using discrete ordinate

D. MONK6B-A multi-group transport theory code in three dimensions, using the
Monte Carlo technique

Acceptable cross-section libraries for commercial SNF include the 27-group, 123-group,
and 218-group libraries fromn the SCALE system developed by the Oak Ridge National
Lab~atory (NRC 1998b, p. 3). Other computer codes and cross-section lbxraies may be
acceptable provided that they conform to the following requirements and are adequately
benchmarked. The computer codes specified in DOE 1998a will be used for the criticality
analyses; however, some of the codes listed above may be used for code-to-code
validation.

The proposed analysis methods and neutron cross-section data will be benchmarked by
the analyst, or organization performing the analysis, by comparison with critical
experiments. This qualifies the ability of the analyst and the computer environment The'
critical experiments used for benchimarking 'will include, to the extent possible,
configurations having neutronic and geometric characteristics as nearly comparable to
those of the proposed system as possible. The Babcock & Wilcox series of critical
experiments provides an acceptable basis for benchmark storage racks with thin strong
absorber panels for reactivity control (NRC 1998b, p. 3). Similarly, critical experiments
on closed-packed arrays of fuel provide in acceptable experimental basis for
benchmarking analyses for consolidated fuel .arrays (NRC 1998b, p. 3). It is also
anticipated that commercial reactor critical (CRC) experiments will be used for
benchmarking. A comparison with methods of analysis of similar sophistication (e.g.,
transport theory) may be used to augment or extend the range of applicable critical
experiment data. The method for extending the range of applicability in DOE (1998a, p.
4-24) may be used.

The bencbmazking analysis will establish both a bias (defined as the mean difference
between experiment and calculation) and uncertainty of the mean with a one-sided
tolerance factor for 95% probability at the 95% confidence level (NRC 1998b, pp. 3, 4).

The maximum kdrshall be evaluated from the following expression:

kcff "k (calc) + ak (bias) + *k (uncert) + Ak (bumup)

where,

k(calc) - calculated nominal value of ktr

*k (bias) - bias and criticality analysis method uncertainties

Ak (uncert) - manufactuing and calculational uncertainties
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Ak (burnup) - correction for the effect of the axial distribution in burnup when
credit for bumup Is taken (note: provisions for the uncertainty in.
the average bumup of a fuel assembly must also be made in the
loading criteria)

Use of the last term, Ak (burnup), may be obviated by use of the design requirements
(DOE 1998a) for postclosure criticality analysis. For postclosure it is currently planned
to use the error on burnup in the design analysis as opposed to a fixed uncertainty shown
above.

A bias that reduces the calculated -value of k& should not be applied. Uncertainties
should be determined for the waste package and canisters to account for tolerances in the
mechanical and material specifications. An acceptable method for determining the
maximum reactivity may be either.

A. A worst-case combination with mechanical and material conditions set to
maximum kW

B. A sensitivity study of the reactivity effects of tolerance variations.

If used, a sensitivity study should include all possible significant variations (tolerances)
in the material and mechanical specification of the disposal container. The results may be
combined statistically, provided they are independent variations. Combinations of the two
methods may also be used.

2.1.3 Design Basis Events and the Double-Contingency Prindpce

The criticality safety analysis will consider all accident Design Basis Events (DBEs).
However, by virtue of the double-contingency principle (ANSUIANS 8.1), two unlikely
independent and concurrent incidents or postulated accidents are beyond the scope of the
required analysis. The double-contingency principle means that a realistic condition may
be assumed for the criticality analysis in calculating the effects of incidents or postulated
accidents. For example, if soluble boron is normally present in water, the loss of soluble
boron Is considered as one accident, and a second concurrent accident need not be
assumed. Therefore, credit for the presence of the soluble boron may. be assumed in
evaluating other accident conditions, provided the probability of Its loss is low enough
that it would be considered an unlikely condition. Further discussion on the application of
the double contingency principle in the context of the draft 10 CFR Part 63 definition of
design basis events is discussed in Section 3.2.

2.1A Disposal Continer

Dry waste forms are transferred into its disposal container and then into the repository as
a waste package. However, moderator may be Introduced into the system under abnormal
situations, such as flooding or the-introduction of foam or water mist (for example, a
result of fire fighting operations) or oil. Foam or mist affects the neutron moderation in
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the array and can result in a peak in reactivity at low moderator density (called optimum
moderation) (NRC 1998b, p. 5). (Sensitivity studies will be conducted to determine this
optimum moderator condition and its associated ket). Therefore, criticality safety
analyses must address two independent accident conditions that should be incorporated
into plant technical specifications.

A. With the waste package loaded with waste of the mum permissible reactivity
and flooded with pure water, the maximum kfr shall be no greater than 0.95
(NRC 1998b, p. 5), including mechanical and calculational uncertainties, with a
95% probability at a 95% confidence level.

B. With the waste package loaded with waste of the maximum permissible reactivity
and flooded with moderatoi at the (low) density corresponding to optimum
moderation, the maximum k.4 shall be no greater than 0.98 (NRC 1998b, p. 6),
including mechanical and calculational uncertainties, with a 95% probability at a
95% confidence level.

An evaluation need not be performed for the disposal container flooded with low-density
or full-density water if it can be clearly demonstrated that design features and/or
administrative controls prevent such flooding.

Under the double-contingency principle, the accident conditions identified above are the
principle conditions that require evaluation. The simultaneous occurrence of other
accident conditions need not be considered.

The disposal container may be designed with lattice controls (e.g., large lattice spacing or
mechanically blocked lattice positions) sufficient to maintain a low reactivity under the
accident condition of flooding. Specific calculations, however, are necessary to assure the
limiting kff is maintained no greater than 0.95.

At low moderator density, the presence of relatively weak absorber material (for
example, stainless steel plates) is often sufficient to preclude neutronic. coupling between
assemblies and to significantly reduce the reactivity. For this reason, the phenomenon of
low-density (optimum) moderation may not be significant in the disposal container.

Under low-density moderator conditions, neutron leakage is a very important
consideration. Neutron leakage is highest under low-density moderator conditions and is
most difficult to analyze under complicated geometries like those present. The waste
package should be designed to contain the most reactive waste to be stored without taking
credit for any non-integral neutron absorber. In the evaluation of the waste package,
waste and system characteristics upon which subcriticality depends should be explicitly
identified (e g., the presence of steel plates or other structures).
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2.1.5 Additional Considerations

* The following additional considerations apply:

A. Misloading of waste must be considered if burnup credit is used. Normally, a
misleading error involving only a single unit need not be considered unless
there are circumstances that make multi-loading errors credible.

B. The analysis must also consider the effect on criticality of natural events (e.g.,
earthakes) that may deform or change the relative position of the disposal
container or waste package.

C. Normally, credit may only be taken for -neutron absorbers that are an integral
(non-removable) part of the waste unit, disposal container or waste package.
Credit for added absorber (rods, plates, or other configurations) will be
considered on a case-by-case basis, provided it can be clearly demonstrated that
design features prevent the absorbers from being removed, either inadvertently
or intentionally without unusual effort, such as the necessity for special
equipment maintained under positive administrative control.

D. Consolidated fuel assemblies usually result in low values of reactivity
(undermoderated lattice). Nevertheless, criticality calculations, using an explicit
geometric description (usually triangular pitch) or as near an explicit
description as possible, should be performed to assure a keffless than 0.95.

2.2 DESIGN APPROACH FOR CRITICALITY ANALYSES

An Integrated Safety Analysis (ISA) (NRC 1998a, Section 3) will be performed for the
repository. This analysis will be submitted to the NRC (most likely as a reference to the
License Application [LAD. It will describe the criticality safety aspects of the ISA.

The License Application will provide a description of the design and the anticipated
operations where the disposal container or waste package is handled or stored. The LA
will address operations after emplacement but before repository closure. It will also
address general design criteria, as well as those criteria that affect nuclear criticality or
safety in general. These areas would include:

A. Structural
B. Thermal-hydraulic
C. Radiological
D. Fire protection

Design Basis Events will be analyzed. Any probabilistic analysis used to define these
events will be addressed.
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The License Application or its references Will adds the following specific design
topics: (1) description of the DBEs applicable to criticality safety, (2) analytical methods
used for criticality safety, and (3) primary input information for criticality safety analysis.

2.2.1 Description of Criticality Design Basis Events

This section in the LA or its references will describe the DBEs applicable to criticality. It
will describe those areas that willl be operating under all DBEs (including normal
conditions) and how these conditions relate to various design features such as loading
criteria, criticality control parameters, or potential issues (e.g., integrity or homogeneity
of fixed absorbers). This section will also describe those types of DBEs previously
referred to as abnormal or accident conditions. The types of design basis events that must
be considered are discussed in Section 3.2.

2.2.2 Analytical Methods

This section in the LA or its references will describe the methods used to insure the
criticality safety of the disposal container or waste package during the preclosure period.
The base methodology would employ the Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) computer
code (CRWMS M&O 1998a) in conjunction with the SCALE (CRWMS M&O 1997b)
computer code system This is the same system that would be used for postelosure
criticality. Any supplementary codes or codes used for code-to-code verification would
also be addressed in this section. For commercial SNF the methods described would
provide the basis for generating the burnup versus enrichment curves that govern loading
of fuel assemblies into a waste package. Codes used for code-to-code verification would
be those accepted by the NRC for criticality safety analysis in similar conditions (NRC
1998b, p. 3).

2.2.2.1 Criticality Analysis Methodology

This section in the LA or its references will describe pertinent parts of the criticality
analysis methodology including the cross section sets used and the benchmark
experiments used to validate the code systems.

The benchmark experimentss will have to cover a range of applicability for fuel
enrichments, geometry, and materials interspersed between the unit arrays (especially,
fixed absorber materials) or integral to the waste. Experiments used for verification
would be those accepted by the NRC for criticality safety analysis in similar conditions
(NRC 1998b, p. 3).

The results from the benchmark calculations that showed discernable trends relative to
enrichment, geometry, or waste composition will be identified. In addition, trends versus
other control parameters like spacing of waste umits would need to be investigated. A
trending methodology is referenced in Section 3.4.1.
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2222 Tolerance Evalatfon

This section will consider nominal dimensions for modeling both the waste unit and its
disposal container. To insure a martin of safety, the reactivity effects caused by potential
variations from the nominal and/or assumed conditions in the analysis must be factored
into the evaluation. This tolerance evaluation will also include the effects of the burnup
isotopics for commercial SNF. This section will describe the SCALE package and how it
was used for the determination of isotopics and any radiochemical assay data that has
been obtained for this purpose. It will also include descriptions of any codes used to show
code-to-code validation.

For commercial SNF the radiochemical assay information used in the postclosure
criticality analysis will be applicable. Any biases due to isotope concentrations from
postelosure could well be applicable to the preclosure analysis. In some cases, some off-
nomin;l burnup and enrichment pairs may be controlled by insertion of control rods in
these assemblies, which will allow storage of particularly high reactive assemblies to be
used in nominal operations.

2.2.23 Burnup Credit Methodology for Commercial SNF

This section will present the burnup credit methodology used for a disposal container or
waste package containing commercial SNF. It is anticipated that a methodology similar
to the postclosure methodology (DOE 1998a) will be used for preclosure with the
exception that the added margins and tolerances used will most likely be different. For
example, there will be no need to add margin for the uncertainty in decay constants and
branching fractions; however, uncertainties will be added for off-nominal dimensions and
other factors that are to be included for completeness ofthe analysis.

Any consideration made for unusual burnup effects such as axial distributions will also
be addressed in this section. The options are to explicitly model axial distributions in the
MCNP calculation or use of an axial penalty when uniform distributions are used for
axial burnup. Again, the same methodology used for postclosure criticality could apply
for these analyses.
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3. PROCESS INPUTS

3.1 CRITICALIY CONTROL FEATURES AND LOADING RESTRICTIONS

3.1.1 Criticality Control Features

Unlike postclosure, criticality can be controlled during preclosure. The following presents
various ways to control criticality (NRC 1998a, Section 5).

A. When using results from validated anMytical methods, the establishment of the safety
limit for a controlled parameter relies on the ability to control the parameter at that safety
limit so that the controlled parameter remains below the failure limit.

B. The failure limit for a controlled parameter is equal to the value of the parameter at which
kff kn,

C. For each controlled parameter, a determination of the correlation between klc and
variations in the parameter is made. This correlation along with an assessment of the
measurement uncertainty for the controlled parameter and the ability.to detect and control
process variations that affect the controlled parameter is used to establish adequate safety
margins.

D. If a controlled parameter can be demonstrated to be reliably controlled (ie., to a 95%
confidence level) to some maximum change in value that increases km then the
controlled parameter safety limit is less than the failure limit by a factor of three times
this maximum change (e~g, if a parameter can be controlled to increase by no more than
5% of the failure limit, then the safety limit is below the failure limit by a factor of three
times this controlled increase, or 85% of the failure limit).

E. A controlled parameter safety limit is not established that exceeds 95% of the failure limit
for a controlled parameter.

F. Operating limits are established to ensure that safety limits associated with nuclear
criticality safety are not exceeded.

0. A controlled parameter operating limit is not established that exceeds 85% of the failure
limit.

Evaluation of Nuclear Interaction-The nuclear interaction of adjacent waste units is evaluated
in accordance with the acceptance criteria (e.g., rninimurn spacing).

Operating limits and setpoints are established in operating procedures.

All controls, controlled parameters, and their associated safety limits are specified in operating
procedures.
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Techniques for Nuclear Criticality Safety (NCS) Control-Where practicable, reliance is
placed on equipment design that uses passive-engineered controls rather than on administrative
controls. The following give techniques for NCS control, listed in the order of preference:

A. Passive-Engineered Controls-These controls use fixed design features or devices. No
human intervention is required except maintenance and inspection.

B. Active-Engincered Controls-These controls use active hardware to sense parameters and
automatically secure the system to a safe condition. Operations of these controls require
no human intervention.

C. Augmented Administrative Controls-These controls rely on human judgement, training,
and actions for implementation but use warning devices (visual or audible) that require
specific human actions to occur before the process can proceed to augment the
implementation of the controls.

D. Simple Administrative Controls-These controls rely solely on human judgement,
training, and actions for implementation.

Methods of NCS Control (Controlled Parameters)-several methods of NCS control are
available (i.e., controlled parameters). Controlled parameters available for NCS control include
the following:

A. Mass
B. Geometry
C. Density
D. Enrichment
E. Reflection
F. Moderation
G. Interaction
H. Neutron Absorber (e.g., boron)
I. Volume
J. Process Variables (e.g., temperature, pH, etc.)
IL Instrumentation

Controlled parameters and feasible techniques for controlling them are established based on
given criteria. As such, to minimie the risks from initiating an inadvertent nuclear criticality, the
highest order technique is used for controlling a specific controlled parameter (i.e., method of
NCS control) that provides for -double contingency protection. If using the highest order
technique is not feasible, then lower order techniques may be used with adequate justification
that there is no decrease in effectiveness for the safety basis. Adequate justification includes the
following:

A. Feasibility is determined by weighing risk versus either practicality or cost.
B. The basis for not selecting geometry control is fiully documented.
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NCS Controlled Parameters

A. Mass-The use of mass as a criticality controlled parameter is acceptable if the following
criteria are met:

.1. Safety limits are developed and used in accordance with the acceptance criteria for
NCS limits.

2. One of the following methods is used:

(a) A percentage factor is used to determine the percentage of Special Nuclear
Material (SNM of a given mass of material. In this case, the applicant ensures
that the acceptance criteria are met.

(b) Fixed geometric devices are used to limit SNM A conservative process density
is used unless the acceptance criteria for establishing density controls are met.

(c) The mass is measured, assuming all the material is SNM, using an instrument
that meets the acceptance criteria for instrumentation.

B. Geometry-The use of geometry as a criticality controlled parameter is acceptable if the
following criteria are met:

1. Safety limits are developed and used in accordance with the acceptance criteria for
NCS limits.

2. A mechanical evaluation is performed demonstraing that geometry will be
maintained under both normal operating conditions and credible abnormal conditions.

3. All dimensions and nuclear properties on which reliance is placed are verified before
beginning operations, and controls are exercised to maintain these dimensions and
nuclear properties.

C. Density-The use of density as a criticality controlled parameter is acceptable if the
following criteria are met:

I. Safety limits are developed and used in accordance with the acceptance criteria for
NCS limits.

2. Process variables that may affect the density are controlled in accordance with the
acceptance criteria for using a process variable as a criticality control.

3. A physical measurement of the density Is obtained by instrumentation that meets the
acceptance criteria for instrumentation.
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D. Enrichment-lTe use of enrichment as a criticality controlled parameter is acceptable if
* the following criteria are met:

1. Safety limits are developed and used in accordance with the acceptance criteria for
NCS limits.

2. A physical measurement of the enrichment is obtained by instrumentation that meets
the acceptance criteria for instrumentation.

3. A method of segregating enrichments is used to ensure differing enrichments will not
be interchanged without violating the double-contingency principle.

E. Reflection - The use of restrictions to control reflection of a unit Is acceptable if the
following criteria are met:

1. An appropriate safety margin is established in accordance with the acceptance criteria
fOrNCS limits.

2. The wall thickness of the unit plus all reflecting adjacent materials are considered in
the evaluation.

3. Adjacent materials are farther than a predetermined distance from the unit

4. Potential reflectors (other than the unit wall and adjacent materials specified in
Criteria 2 and 3 above) are identified and engineered and/or administrative controls
are established to exclude them.

5. Positive and testable personnel barriers are established and maintained through the
configuration management and maintenance programs of the facility.

F. Moderation-The use of moderation as a criticality controlled parameter is acceptable if
the following criteria are met

I. An appropriate margin of safety is established in accordance with the acceptance
criteria for NCS limits.

2. One or more of the following methods are used to restrict or measure moderation:

(a) A physical measurement of the moderation is obtained by instrumentation that
meets acceptance criteria.

(b) Process variables that may affect the moderation are controlled in accordance
with the acceptance criteria for using a process variable as a criticality control.

(c) Physical structure are designed and demonstrated to preclude the ingress of
moderators.
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(d) Sampling programs use dual sampling techniques and require authorization of a
supervisor before material is released.

3. Restrictions on the use of hydrogenous material for firefighting activities are
established. Note that evaluated conditions may out weigh the competing risks and
override this element.

4. All credible sources of moderating materials ar examined to evaluate the potential
for intrusion into the moderation control area and are either precluded or
appropriately controlled.

G. Interaction/Spacing-Demonstration that neutron interaction between units is acceptable if
the following criteria arc met

1. The minimum spacing between units is evaluated and controlled using the acceptance
criteria for geometric devices and the following methods:

(a) Engineered devices (spacers) maintain physical separation between units. These
devices, and other equipment, are intended to ensure that spacing requirements
meet the safety-related requirements of the appropriate construction standard.

(b) Unit spacing is controlled by rigorous procedures (if the spacing is identified in
workstation procedures with visual indicators and postings).

(c) Sensitivity studies are conducted to ensure that controls in place can prevent
unacceptable dimensional changes that would lead to an inadvertent nuclear.
criticality.

(d) Sensitivity studies are. conducted to ensure that controls in place will prevent
unacceptable changes in assumed reflection and moderation conditions from
leading to an inadvertent nuclear criticality. Tbese studies conservatively model
credible reflection conditions in and around arrays to bound any credible
accident conditions from exceeding facility safety limits for high and
intermediate risk sequences.

(e) The structural integrity of spacers (if used) is sufficient for normal conditions,
abnormal conditions (e.g., overloading), and accident conditions (e.g., fires).

H. Neutron Absorber-The use of a neutron absorber as a criticality controlled parameter is
acceptable if the following criteria are met

1. Safety limits are developed and used in accordance with the acceptance criteria for
NCS limits.

2. Procedures are established to -ensure that the neutron absorber is effective in the
system of its proposed use.
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3. Procedures are established to verif' the presence and continuing effectiveness of
fixed neutron absorbers before use and periodically thereafter.

4. Controls are exercised to maintain the continued presence and the intended
distribution and concentration of fixed neutron absorbers.

5. Proper neutron spectra ae used in the evaluation of the absorber worth (e.g.,
cadmium is an effective absorber for thermal neutrons, but ineffective for fast
neutrons).

6. The requirements of ANSI/ANS-821 1995 are fulfilled when using fixed neutron
absorbes.

L. Volume-lbe use of volume as a criticality controlled parameter is acceptable if the
following criteria are met

1. Safety limits are developed and used in accordance with the acceptance criteria for
NCS limits.

2. The following methods are used:

(a) Geometrical devices restrict the volume of SNM (see acceptance criteria for
geometry).

(b) Engieed devices or instnrentation limits the accumulation of SNM. In this
case, the acceptance criteria for instrumentation are met.

J. Using Process Variables as a Criticality Control-The use of a process variable as a
criticality control is acceptable if the following criteria are met:

1. Process variable safety limits are established to correspond to applicable controlled
parameter safety limits in accordance with the acceptance criteria for NCS limits of
controlled parameters.

2. Performance testing is conducted at a specified frequency for the controls to ensure
nuclear criticality safety limits are not exceeded.

3. Training programs are conducted to ensure that affected plant personnel understand
the nuclear criticality safety limits.

K. Instrumentation Used for Criticality Control-Instrumentation used for criticality control
is considered acceptable if the following criteria are met:

I. Instnmentation Is calibrated at a specified frequency and is demonstrated to be
capable of functioning as designed within manufacturer specifications and ensuring
that a safety margin is not exceeded.
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2. The sensitivity of the instrunentation is demonstrated to be sufficient.

3. The control system in which the instrument output is used can safely terminate the
process

L. Analytical Methods-The use of analytical methods to calculate nuclear criticality safety
limits is acceptable if the following criteria are met:

1. The method is described with sufficient detail and clarity to allow independent
duplication of results.

2. Nuclear data (e.g., nuclear cross sections) are demonstrated to be consistent with
reliable experimental measurements.

3. Plant-relevant benchmark experiments and data derived therefrom for the validation
effort (erg, composition, enrichment, geometric configuration, and nuclear properties
including reflectors, absorbers, and moderators) are used in the analysis.

4. The mathematical operations are verified to function properly (i.e., calculation of kr
values by way of the calculational method from data in Criterion 5 and comparison to
experimental ekvalues [typically at a kff value of l.OD.

5. The area of applicability, typically spanning the range of parameters in the
experiments (e.g., enrichment1 moderation, reflection, and neutron absorbers), is
assumed and determined in accordance with ANSIIANS-8.1 1983. The area of
applicability is the range of material compositions and geometric arrangements within
which the bias of a calculation method is established. Any extrapolation beyond the
range of experiments is supported by a reliable and scrutable basis.

6. The bias, the prescribed margin of suberiticality over the area of applicability, and the
basis for the margin are calculated and described. The margin of subcriticality
includes allowances for the uncertainty in the bias.

7. Uncertainties in the analytical method (e.g., due to statistics, computational
convergence, and nuclear cross section data) and uncertainties in the benchmark
experiments are estimated and considered in the analysis.

S. Software quality assurance and configuration management on the nuclear data and
calculational method are specified.

9. The validation of the analytical method (Criteria 4-11 above) is documented
according to ANSVANS-8.1 1983 and ANSVANS-8.17 1989, and the documentation
is maintained in the facility's configuration management program.
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3.1.2 Loading Restrictions for Commeal SNF

A singlejaaeter regression analysis will be performed, using the initial enrichment and
burnup for all potential commercial SNF assemblies in the repository, to determine loading
restrictions or curves. In this analysis, calculations will be made to determine acceptable
enrichment and burnup pairs that can be loaded into a disposal container. There may be different
disposal containers for different classes of enmichment/burnup pairs. Acceptable pairs are those
combinations that yield a keff less than the upper limit, which is yet to be defined. Design errors,
statistical errors, and biases will be added to the kfe calculated before comparing to the upper
limit. Having established a series of acceptable values for kdr for these configurations, a
regression analysis will be performed. The burnup, in terms of either megawatt days per
kilogram of uranium or gigawatt days per metric ton of uranium (GWdhmtLU), will be formulated
as a function of the nominal enrichment. A burnup measurement or calculation uncertainty must
also be factored into these regressions. A more detailed explanation of a process to determine
loading curve restrictions is given below in this section. An example of a loading curve is
presented in Appendix A.

A loading curve is prepared for loading fuel assemblies in the disposal container in a manner
similar to that used for a spent fuel pool.ThIe three-step process is as follows:

1. Isotopic data for a range of enrichment/burnup pairs are generated. An industry accepted
computer code for generating isotopic concentrations, at a set period of time after
discharge, is typically used to provide these data. The initial isotopic composition of the
SNF being studied is modeled in sufficient detail to provide a complete inventory of the
burned SNF isotopics. The initial isotopic composition must include all applicable fissile
isotopes including U-235;.Pu-239, Pu-241, and Am-241. For DOE SNF, the fissile
isotope U-233 must be added, where applicable (e.g., DOE SNF containing thorium).
Fertile isotopes such as U-234, U-236, U-238, Pu-238, and Pu-240 must also be included
in the initial composition. A generic or typical SNF irradiation cycle consisting of fuel
specific power and irradiation time periods is developed for each fuel type, and principal
isotopes are extracted from the results of the isotopic computer code. A listing of the
principal isotopes used for postclosure is described in Section 3.4.6. These isotopes are
sufficient for preclosure applications.

2. For each initial enrichment, burnup is varied, and a regression curve of lk versus bumup
is generated via appropriate calculations (using an industry established neutron transport
code). The ksr values in this curve are calculated for a given design of disposal container
and adjusted to include bias and uncertainties (including uncertainties for mechanical
tolerances and uncertainties for bumup) in the calculations. An administrative limit (if
applicable) for the burned fuel is also plotted on the curve. Appendix A shows an
example of a calculated required minimum burnup that is used to generate a loading
curve. Those data points that exceed the administrative limit do not have enough burnup
to be critically safe. Data points that are below the administrative limit are acceptable.
The intersection of the kfr versus burnup curve and the administrative limit line defines
the required minimum burnup for the selected initial enrichment value.
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3. The required minimum bumup for each selected initial enrichment value is plotted to
generate a loading curve. Appendix A shows an example of a loading curve. The area
above the curve includes the acceptable SNP, since the burnup in this area exceeds the
required minimum burrup. The area below the curve defines unacceptable SNF, which
can not be loaded into the disposal container without additional means of criticality
control, such as additional neutron absorbers or lattice controls

3.2 CRITICALIY DESIGN BASIS EVENTS

The draft 10 CFR Part 63.112 requires that the means to control criticality be addressed as part of
the ISA to evaluate hazards associated with preclosure operations at the MGR. The purpose of
the ISA is to identify hazards and their potential for initiating event sequences, the potential
event sequences and their consequences, and the site, structures systems, components,
equipment, and activities of personnel that are relied on for safety. A fundamental aspect of the
ISA is the Identification and analysis of Category 1 and Category 2 design basis events. The draft
10 CFR Part 63.2 defines design basis events as:

1. Those natural and human-induced events that are expected to occur one or more times
before permanent closure of the geologic repository operations area (referred to as
Category-I events); and

2. Other natural and man-induced events that have at least one chance ii 10,000 of
occurring before permanent closure of the geologic repository (referred to as Category-2
events).

Category-I events as described above represent 'normal operations" associated with receiving,
handling, packaging, storing, emplacing, and retrieving high-level waste. Also included in
Category-i design basis events are those events that are sometimes identified as 'anticipated
operational occurrences" or 'accidents." Category-2 design basis events are unlikely, but credible
and potentially significant events.

As discussed in Section 2.1, criticality safe* standards require that the kar of the system being
evaluated be maintained below unity, after allowance for bias and uncertainty in the method of
calculation and any administrative margin imposed, unless two unlikely and independent or
concurrent events occur. In the context of design basis events, this essentially says that criticality
safety must be maintained during all Category-I design basis events (normal conditions and
anticipated accidents) that affect the system being evaluated, and during sequences including
both Category I events and single Category 2 (unlikely) events. Event sequences that are
considered incredible based on the above definition (beyond design basis events) would be
identified, but would not require evaluation in the criticality safety portion of the ISA.

The design basis events to be considered as part of the criticality safety analysis must be
determined through review of the facility design. Initial reviews to identify and categorize such
events have been previously performed for the VA design of the MOR (CRWMS M&O 1997a
and CRWMS M&O 1999d, p. 28). Table 1 below summarizes the events identified as part of
these previous efforts, as well as the location of the event, and the DBE category. However, the
list of design basis events provided in Table I may not be all inclusive from the standpoint of
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criticality safety because the analyses that produced this list were focused on identifying events
that would result in a direct release of radionuclides. For the criticality safety portion of the ISA,

* otherwise benign events must also be considered. These include those events that may result in
unanticipated moderation (i.e., spurious activation of sprinkler systems, introduction of
hydrogenous fluids from failed hydraulic cylinders or oil systems), formation of unanticipated
geometries, or administrative errors in waste form placement (i.e., misloads).

Finally, it should be noted that applicition of the double contingency principle does not require
that criticality be an incredible event as defined above. It may be theoretically possible to have a
sequence of two unlikely events that would lead to criticality that has a probability of occurrence
greater than 1 in 10,000 during preclosure. Previous NRC regulatory guides (RO 333, 3.34, and
3.35) recognized that even application of the double contingency principle might not always
result in criticality being an incredible event, and required that an assessment of consequences
(in terms of dose to personnel and members of the public) also be performed. The current NRC
regulatory guide 3.71 (NRC 1998c) endorses ANSIlANS-.10-1983, which indicates that in
areas where fissionable material is handled remotely, single contingency operation for criticality
safety (critical limit may be exceeded if only one unlikely event occurs) may be invoked if
necessary, provided shielding and confinement are adequate to protect the public and personnel
from the consequences of a criticality accident For the MGR adequate confinement would be
defined as that which maintained dose to the public and personnel below the limits defined in
IOCFR63.111. However, 'while the above discussion indicates that there are allowable
alternatives to facility redesign in the event that a credible criticality sequence is identified,
redesign of the facility to make credible criticality sequences incredible would amplify the
facility licensing process, and is the preferred criticality safety strategy for MOR design (see
TBV-1210).

In general, it is not expected that criticality safety alarms will be required for the MGR. While
the draft IOCFR63 is silent on this issue, other regulations provide precedence that may be
applicable to MGR design. IOCFR72.124(c) indicates that criticality alarm systems are not
required when special nuclear material is handled or stored beneath water shielding, or in dry
storage areas where special nuclear material is packaged in its stored configuration in a licensed
container. In addition, IOCFR7024 (NRC 1998d) indicates that criticality alarm systems are not
required in areas where fuel is packaged in accordance with IOCFR71. Finally, lOCFR50.68
does not require a criticality alarm system for dry fresh fuel storage racks provided the racks
employ design features or administrative controls to prevent moderation from occurring. All of
the areas of the MOR containing high level waste are similar to one of the types of areas covered
by the above regulations for other types of facilities. Therefore, based on the above regulatory
precedence it is expected that a criticality alarm system would only be required if a credible
criticality sequence is identified, and the facility design is not altered to make the sequence
incredible.

In the event that a criticality alarm system is determined to be required, only IOCFR70.24(aXI)
provides guidance regarding the placement and characteristics of detectors. lOCFR7024(a)(1)
requires that such systems be capable of detecting a criticality that produces an absorbed dose in
soft tissue of 20 rads of combined neutron and gamma radiation at an unshielded distance of 2
meters from the reacting material within one minute. The system must provide at least two
detectors that cover of all areas. The monitoring system must provide a clearly audible alarm
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signal if accidental criticality occurs. If a criticality alarm systen is determined to be necessary
for some part of the MOR these requirements will require further evaluation to determine if they
are adequate for application at the MOR. In addition to the reasons stated in the previous
paragraph, it is expected that the cost of installing and maintaining a criticality system will also
make facility redesign for incredibility of the sequence the preferred alternative in instances
where a credible criticality. sequence exists.

Table 1. Prellrnlnary List of MGR Design Basi Events
Event Event Nuimbrand Descption Location USEGroup Category__________________

E1-Loss-of.PowerloMOR S uface and Subsurface I
E2 - Earthquake - Vbratory Ground Motion Surface and Subsurface 1,2

Extera E3-Eurthquake-FauftDisplaoement Surface and Subsurface 1.2
External E4 - Flood Surface and Subsurce 2

E5 -Tornado Missiles Surface 2
E6-Tornado Wind Subface 2

Interna 11 - Shipping Cask Dop (no knPect imiter) Surface - Carrier Bay 2
ShlppbV 12 - Shipping Cask TlpoverSlapdown (no hnpact Irniters) Surface - Carrier Bay 2
Cask- 13 - Shipplng Cask Drop Into Cask Preparation PR Surface - Cask Prep. Pit 2
Related 14 - SNhlno Cask Drop Into Cask Unlod Pool Surface -ATS Pool 2

SFA Everft:
IS - SFA drop onto Pool Floor or Rack Top Surface - ATS Pool I
16- SFA drop onto another SFA In Rack Surfco-ATS Pool 1
17 - SFA Cdhikon Surf. -ATS Pool or Hot Cell 1
18 - Equlpment drops oao SFA I Rack Surf. -ATS Pool or Hot Cell 2
19 - SFA drop onto hot cell floor Surface - Hot Cel I

Internal 110-SFAdropkhtoemptyDC . Surface - Hot Cal I
Spent I11 - SFA drop oft anoer SFA I DC ordryer Surface- Hot CeD I
Fuel 112 - Mldoed of SFA kilo wrong cell hI rack Surface -AT8 Pool TBD
Assembly 113 - Horizontal movement of SFA prior to complete renWval Surf. - ATS Pool or Hot Cell. TBD
(SFA) frn basket or rack
Related SFA Bas1et Everns:

114 - SFA Basket drop onto pool floor Surface -ATS Pool I
115- SFA Basket Collison Surf. -AT8 Pool or Hot Cell I
116 - Uncontrolled descent of loaded caine basket transfer cart Surface -ATS Pool I
117 - SFA Basket Drop oafo hot cell floor Surface -AT Hot Cell I
118 - Equipnent drps onto SFA basket Surf. -AT8 Pool or Hot Ccl 2
119- SFA Basket drops onto anoer SPA basket In dyer Surface - ATS Hot Cell 2
120 - Canister Drop onto fsoor Surface - CTS Hot Cou 2
21 - Equlpment drop onto canSer Surface - CTS Hot Cell . 2

122 - Canister tipoverhsapdown Surface - CTS Hot CeO 2
Canister 123 - Canister drop onto sharp object . Surface - CTS Hot Call 2
Reanited 124 - Canister drop onto DC Surface - CTS Hot Ce8 2Relted 125 - Canister collision Surface - CTS Hot Cel 2

126 - Small canister drop onto anothr suail canister Surf. - Canister Staging 2
Rack

127 - Unsealed DC drop Surface - DC Hot Cel 2
.28 - Equient drop onto unsealed DC Surface '- DC Hot Cell 2
29- Unsealed DC Tlpoverhiapdown Surface - DC Hot Cell 2

130 -Sealed DC drop Surface - DC Hot Cell 2
DCAIVP 131 - Mlsload of assembly Into wrong DC Surf. - ATS or DC Hot Cells 2
Related 132 -WP transporter derailment Subsurface 2

133 - Rockfahl design bas onto emplaced WP Subsurface BDBE
134 - Pressurized system missn l Surface 2
135 - Predosue eardy ure of a WP Subsurface 2

S 6 (assumed)
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3.3 NEUTRONIC MODELS

3.3.1 Primary Input Informatlon for Criticality Analyes

This section will describe the base input parameters for all of the criticality analyses including a
general design arrangement of the areas to be evaluated. It will also describe the evaluation of
reactivity effects due to mnacng tolerance for the disposal container and waste units as
well as uncertainties related to storage of a disposal container or waste package. Other structural
and thermal-hydraulic effects will also be addressed here.

This section will also discuss the analysis for normal conditions in all areas followed by
discussion of the evaluation of the interface affects between various storage areas, if applicable.
This section will further describe the evaluation of applicable DBEs. The results of these
analyses will be discussed In a final part of this section. A subsection may also be added to
discuss unusual arrangements or potential for different designs, such as the use of consolidated
fuel containers. Finally, this section will be completed with an overall summary of the
acceptance criteria required for criticality safety.

3.32 Analytfcal Results For Normal Conditions

Each model used in these analyses will provide a calculated kcrbased upon nominal dimensions.
Adjustments will be made to the calculated kfir to contain the maximum k (km). The
maximum multiplication factor ke will be e sum of the calculated kWrusing the MCNP analysis
plus biases and uncertainties that result from a number of conditions. These conditions include
the biases determined from trending of any parameters, otherwise known as a methodology bias,
and the sum of penalties for various conditions (e.g., temperature or off-center placement of
waste in a disposal canister).

3A VALIDATION OF METHODS

3.4.1 MCNP Bias

* An MCNP bias will be evaluated in this section..This will use a selected set of critical
experiments from the laboratory critical experiment database as well as commercial reactor
criticals from the Commercial Reactor Critical (CRC) database. Of particular interest will be
trends versus neutron spectral parameters and any of the control parameters that will be used for
criticality control. This section will give a brief description of the critical experiments used for a
determination of any biases and a validation of the trend or trends discovered.

A Critical Limit (CL) is a calculated value of kfr at which a configuration is considered
potentially critical, as characterized by statistical tolerance limits. An Upper Subcritical Limit
(USL) is an upper limit placed on kffrto ensure suberiticality with allowances made for the bias
and uncertainty in the calculation model as well as an administrative (and arbitrary) criticality
safety margin The adainistrative criticality safety margin is the difference between a USL and a
CL.
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The preclosure USL will use Method 1 for the USL on kd!, including the administrative
criticality safety margin, given in Lichtenwalter et al. (1997, p. 158). By contrast, The
postclosure Critical Limit (DOE 1998a, p. 4-10) will use Method 2 for the USL on km given in
Lichtenwalter et al. (1997, p. 160). The preclosure model uses an arbitrary administrative margin
that has been approved by the NRC in the past for similar applications. Section 3.4.9 discusses
Subcritical Limits in detail.

3.42 Critical Experiments

All of the laboratory critical experiments and commercial reactor critical experiments used for
the validation of MCNP to determine a bias inherent in its methodology will be discussed here.
For commercial fuel, these experiments will be chosen from a database that simulates low-
enriched, light-water, reactor-fuel arrays in configurations similar to those used in the waste
package. For defense high-level waste glass, plutonium can-in-canister, or DOE SNF,
experiments that simulate their criticality characteristics will be chosen. For commercial SNF,
this will include both U02 and mixed-oxide fuel compositions. The expeiments for commercial
SNF should contain uanium-enrichments from about 2.0 to 5.5 weight percent (wt%) and
plutonium-enrichments from 2 to 6 wto. These experiments must also contain fixed or integral
absorbers if that is to be one of the controls used for criticality. If the database used does not
cover the total range of parameters for the waste package, then those methods -required for
extending the range of applicability given in the criticality methodology for postclosure (DOE
1998a, p. 4-24) will be used.

3.4.3 Code-To-Code Benchmarks

If any computer codes are used to provide code-to-code verification, these computer codes will
be described, and the critical experiments used to provide the verification will also be discussed,
and the results documented.

3.4.4 Bumup Credit Methodology for Commercial SNF.

Typically, a burnup credit analysis uses a uniform, average burnup distribution over the entire
length of the assembly. This distribution underestimates the burnup at the center of the assembly
and overestimates the burnup at the top and the bottom. To adequately use burnup credit, axial
effects must be understood. This requires that an estimate of the reactivity effects of the axial
burnup distribution relative to uniform distribution must be determined and appropriately applied
to the results. Alternatively, the explicit axial distribution can be modeled in the MCNP
calculation. This removes the need for application of an axial burnup penalty.

Material composition and geometry (i.e., the fissile-material configuration) establish the
potential for nuclear criticality. For a commercial SNF assembly, the initial material composition
(i.e., isotopic composition at time of receipt at a repository) is governed by the operating history
of the assembly in a nuclear reactor and the time elapsed since the assembly was removed from
the reactor. One component of the methodology addresses the effects of reactor operating history
on the initial material composition of commercial SNF. The preclosure criticality analysis
methodology is applicable for evaluating the criticality potential of fissile material configurations
from the time of receipt until permanent closure of the repository.
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The following is a comparison of the licensing approach to obtain bumup credit for commercial
SNF in commercial reactor spent fuel pools to the license approach proposed here to obtain
burnup credit for a waste package during preclosure. The purpose of this comparison is to show
there is licensing precedence for the proposed approach that minimizes the associated risk, since
the similarities are strong. Differences are also included for completeness.

The basis for the statements on the proposed approach for the waste package is DOE (1998a).
The bases for the statements on licensing practices used for burnup credit at spent fuel pools are
NRC (1998b), and NRC (1998e).

The similarities between spent fuel pools at reactor sites and preclosure conditions for a waste
package are as follows:

A. Both involve the movement and storage of commercial SNF in a secured facility with no
proximity to the public (unlike transportation).

B. Both have multiple protective barriers against criticality or its consequences (e.g.,
geometric spacing, soluble or fixed absorbers, moderator exclusion, shielding) which
predisposes NRC to allow reduced administrative margin-to-criticality (NRC 1998b, 4(b)
p. 5, 2(a) p. 6) (unlike transportation).

The similarities and differences between the licensing approach for burnup credit for spent fuel
pools at reactor sites and the approach proposed here for waste packages at preclosure are as
follows:

A. Isotopic Calculations-Both use computer codes with the same basic equations to
calculate isotopic concentrations. The differences involve use of two or one-dimensional
geometry and the number of isotopes explicitly calculated.

B. Validation of Isotopic Concentrations-Both use integral reactor experience. For the
waste package, explicit isotopic measurements are added, although, the computer codes
used for determination of isotopic concentration for spent fuel pools have been
benchmarked against isotopic measurements.

C. Criticality Calculations-Both use Monte Carlo computer codes that are generally
accepted by the industry. The NRC has accepted the codes used for spent fuel pools.

D. Modeling of Axial Burnup Effects-Both use bounding axial shapes obtained from
reactor experience.

E. Loading Curves-Te approach is identical to the examples in Appendix A for the
waste package and for a spent fuel pool.

F. Bias and Uncertainties-Both use a statistical approach defined in standards and
regulatory guides.
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G. Validation of Criticality Calcalations-Both use laboratory critical experiments. For the
waste package, commercial reactor criticals are used directly. The spent fuel pools use
their commercial reactor perience In an indirect way, that is, the NRC recognizes that
the licensees have hundreds of years of reactor experience with their methods for
determining burnup and isotopic content (NRC 1999).

The following is not necessarily related to burnup credit, although it could be (e.g., frequency of
misloads based on loading restriction related to minimum bumup).

H. Risk Analysis-For spent fuel pools the current practice is to use the double contingency
principle, except that the fitquency of events is not necessarily determined. For the Waste
package the proposed approach is to classify DBEs and show that criticality is an incredible
event.

3.4.5 Computer Codes

A combination of neutronic computer codes are used to calculate the material (isotopic)
composition of commercial SNF and the effective neutron multiplication factor (kOf) of fissile-
material configurations. Isotopic concentrations for commercial SNF are obtained from computer
codes contained in the SAS2H sequence of SCALE. For most other waste forms (except Naval
SNF), fuel fabrication design values or high-level Waste technical specification limits are used
for the isotopic concentrations of fissile material. The method will include demonstrations that
such values and limits are conservative- Neutron multiplication factors (ke) are calculated with
the MCNP code. MCNP uses the isotopic compositions of the materials, a system of nuclear data
libraries, and a detailed model ofthe geometry to calculate the k411ofthe system.

3.4.6 Isotopic Model for Commercial SNF

The method for predicting commercial SNF composition for preclosure starts with calculating
the isotopic concentrations of fissile and neutron-absorbing isotopes to be used for criticality
evaluations. These calculations are based on conservative model input parameters, fuel-assemnbly
bumup data (which are verified with measurements), and fuel-assembly design data.

Burnup is the amount of exposure of a nuclear fuel assembly (in a power-production mode) to a
high neutron flux in a reactor and is usually expressed in GWd/mtU initially loaded into the
assembly. Taking credit for the reduced reactivity potential of a fuel assembly associated with
burnup' is referred to as burnup credit Ihe amount of reduced reactivity potential of a fuel
assembly will vary with the fuel burnup, cooling time since it was removed from the reactor, and
the initial enrichment of fissile material in the fuel.

Local conditions in the reactor core .during burnup that affect the neutron spectrum will also
affect the isotopic composition of the fuel at the time of discharge from the reactor. These
conditions must be quantified if burnup credit is to be appropriately applied. Such conditions
include variations in reactor power density (and associated moderator density and fuel
temperature variations) and the addition of ncutron-absorbing materials (e.g., soluble boron,
control rods, control blades, and burnable poison rods). The preclosure criticality analysis
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process takes into consideration local variations in thes conditions in reactor cores for
commercial SNF by either taking a burnup penalty with uniform axial distribution of isotopes or
using a bounding axial distribution.

The reactivity effects resulting from isotopic decay during the time period since the fuel was
discharged from the reactor are also modeled.

If the postclosure methodology is applied for preclosure criticality safety analyses, conservative
values will be used for modeling reactor conditions for bumup calculations. Likewise, the
modeling of isotopic decay for the preclosure time period will also produce conservative isotopic
concentration values. Proposed requirements for modeling burnup of commercial SNF that will
ensure adequate conservatism in the isotopic model for burnup credit will be discussed in
Section 3.4.8. The other alternative for preclosure is to use a bounding axial profile and estimate
an appropriate burnup penalty.

The criticality analysis methodology uses a subset of the isotopes present in commercial SNF
since use of all the isotopes is impractical. The process for choosing this subset considers the
nuclear, physical, and chemical properties of the commercial SNF isotopes. The nuclear
properties are cross sections and half-lives of the isotopes; the physical properties are
concentration (amount present in the SNF) and state (solid, liquid, or gas), and the chemical
properties are the volatility and solubility of the isotopes. Isotopic decay and build-up, as well as
relative importance of isotopes for criticality (combination of cross sections and concentrations)
are also considered in this selection process. None of the isotopes with significant positive
reactivity effects (fissionable isotopes) are removed from consideration, only non-fissile
absorbers. Therefore, the selection process is conservative.

This process results in selecting 14 actinides and 15 fission products (referred to as Principal
Isotopes) as the SNF isotopes to be used for burnup credit (DOE 1998a, p. 3-18). Table 2 lists
these isotopes.

Table 2. PrincW! Isoto esfor Commercial SNF Bumup Credit
"5Mo "Nd "'EU MU 2'1Pu

,TcT "Sm "3Eu 2apu

.u 1 '48m 155Gd 2=Np a 4tAm

103 Rh ftm "'U 2"pu t eAm

l~gAlg ISISM 2NU "OPu "'Am

"'Nd s'Sm "'U ""PU

3A.7 Criticality Model

The criticality model is used to calculate the kdr of potential critical configurations of fissile
material for preclosure. A USL criterion is used forjudging the predicted eff values. The USL is
an upper limit placed on kiff to ensure subcriticality, with allowances made for the bias and
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uncertainty in the calculation model, as well as a criticality safety margin. The USL values are
established during the criticality model validation process.

Th neutronic model for predicting the potential for criticality uses the MCNP computer code to
calculate kWr of systems with fissile material. Nuclear cross-section data are obtained by MCNP
from several source evaluations (data libraries). The neutron cross-sections in the libraries are
provided at energies ranging from very low energies through 20 MeV in sufficient detail that the
original evaluation can be accurately reproduced by linear-linear interpolation within a specified
tolerance that is generally less than 1%. MCNP also allows explicit geometrical modeling of
material configurations.

3.4.8 Neutronlc Model Validation

Three types of experimental data are used. in validating the neutronic models. These are
laboratory critical experiments (LCEs), commercial reactor criticals (CRCs), and radiochemical
assays.

LCEs are used to benchmark the criticality model (as part of the validation) for a range of
fissionable materials, enrichments of fissile isotopes, moderator materials, and absorber
materials. These experiments have been divided into four sets: (1) Homogeneous Thermal
systems, (2) Homogeneous Fast systems, (3) Thermal Arrays (arrays of homogeneous mixtures
and heterogeneous mixtures in cubic geometry), and (4) Thermal Lattices (arrays of fuel rods).
The results of analysis of the LCE experiments are summarized in Table 3 (DOE 1998a, p. 4-26).

For the LCE experiments in Table 3, intermediate-eniched uranium is defined as having U-233
or U-235 concentrations greater than 10 but less than 80 wt%/o. Low- and high-enriched uranium
is outside this range. The measured k4 r value was unity for all of these experiments; therefore,
they were true critical experiments.

The CRCs provide excellent criticality benchmarks for SNF in a reactor. They do not provide
benchmarks for the concentration of individual isotopes, but the integral contribution to
criticality of the isotopic concentrations is provided by these experiments. Therefore, CRC
evaluations address both isotopic model validation and criticality model validation with a single
class of experiments but do not provide complete validation of both models. Evaluations of both
LCEs and radiochernical assays will be required to supplement the CRC evaluations and
complete the neutronic model validation for preclosure criticality applications.

This report includes data for 45 CRC statepoints (measured critical conditions at zero-power)
that were analyzed The analyses were for two Babcock & Wilcox- and two Westinghouse-
designed PWRs. The CRC database is used to benchmark both the isotopic and the criticality
models for intact initial configurations of commercial SNF. Data from boiling water reactors are
being added to the CRC database. This database is believed to accurately represent the
composition and geometry of much of the commercial SNF to be received at the repository. The
CRC database covers annual, 18-month, and 2-year fuel cycles with nitial U-235 enrichments.
ranging from 1.93 to 4.17 wt%, soluble boron concentrations ranging from less than 400 parts
per million boron (ppmB) to over 2300 ppmB, radial zone loaded fuel, and a variety of burnable-
poison designs. The CRC database also covers statepoints for beginning-of-life with all fresh
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fuel, beginning-of-cycle with a mixture of fresh and burned fuel, and middle-of-cycle to end-of-
cycle with All burned fuel. TIe kff values for the 45 CRC statepoint calculations are summarized
in Table 3 where the average, maximum, mnum um, and standard deviation of the kir values are
presented.

For the CRC eviluations, the material composition of the SNF for each criticality statepoint is
obtained from SAS2H. For the data presented in this report, the change in material composition
with burnup is modeled with 16 to 18 axial zones for each fuel assembly based on fuel-assembly
design and core-operations data. Local thermal-hydraulic feedback effects during core operations
are modeled based on core follow calculations. The number of axial zones for the SAS2H model
is chosen to agree with the core follow calculations. Thus, detailed core history data are provided
as input to SAS2H.

Radiochemical assay data will be used in corjunction with CRC data to validate the isotopic
model. The CRC data addresses the integral contribution of isotopic concentrations to criticality.
Radiochemical assay data provide measured concentrations for individual isotopes. The assay
samples are typically from individual fuel pellets from discharged fuel assemblies. As discussed
below, the measured isotopic data will be used In an evaluation process to ensure appropriate
conservatism is incorporated in the isotopic model for preclosure criticality applications.

Table 3. Summary Results of LCE and CRC kff Calculations
. r k-effaeve I

Type of System Number Average max. MI Standard
______ __ _ _ _ DevIation

Homogeneous Thermal Systems 209
Mixed Pu nd Nabd U 34 1.00431 1.01511 0.99318 0.00527

Pkftntumn 3 1.01172 1.02390 1.00169 0.00525
High Enrkhed U235 81 1.00504 1.02880 0.98345 0.00817
LOW Enriched U235 16 1.00078 1.00425 0.994 0.00267
High Enriched U-233 6 .I977 1.00183 0.99826 0.00124

Homogeneous FastSystems 10
High Enriced U-233 10 0.99818 1.00705 0.99297 0.00447

Thermal Arrays 61 I
Hgh Enrched U-235 22 1.00744 1.01399 0.99730 0.00395

Intermediate Enriched U-235 29 0.99923 1.00780 0.99300 0.00374
Thermal LattIces *_

Low Enrched Mixed O~dde 13 1.00277 1.00835 0.98750 0.00593
Low Enrihed Uranim Oxide 65 0.99896 1.00827 0.98895 0.00432
Commercial Reacor Critcals 45 0.99220 1.00141 0.98541 0.00323

For preclosure criticality safety evaluations, two aspects of the isotopic model for commercial
SNF must be addressed. First, values for the initial isotopic concentrations must be conservative
with respect to their contribution towards criticality. Second, changes to the initial isotopic
concentration values, as a fiuction of time since removed from the reactor, must also be
conservative with respect to their contribution towards criticality. Proposed requirements that
address these two aspects are presented below.

The first two raeqirements given below will ensure that the initial isotopic concentrations (i.e., at
time of discharge from the reactor) are conservative with respect to criticality. The third
requirement given below will ensure that changes to the initial isotopic concentration values as a
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finction of time will also be conservative with respect to criticality. These requirements are
stated in the Disposal CritdcaltyrAnaysis Methodology Topical Report (DOE 1998a), and they
have been revised for the preclosure criticality analysis process to read as follows:

A. Reactor operating histories and conditions must be selected together with axial burnup
profiles such that the isotopic concentrations used to represent commercial SNF
assemblies in preclosure criticality analyses shall produce values for kdrthat are
conservative in comparison.to any other expected combination of reactor history,

* conditions, or profiles. Alternatively, additional margin may be added to account for
uncertainties, including axial effects, in isotopic concentrations.

B. These bounding reactor parameters will be used to predict isotopic concentrations that,
when compared to best estimate isotopic predictions of the measured radiochemical assay

* data or the measured radiochemical data itself must produce krf values for preclosure
criticality analyses that are conservative.

C. The values for the isotopic concentrations representing commercial SNF must produce
conservative values for kff for all preclosure time periods for which criticality analyses
are performed.

The first requirement addresses axial burnup effects. The quantities and distributions of the
isotopics are governed by the local neutron spectrum. The local neutron spectrum is dependent
upon the operating history of the reactor. The CRC statepoint analyses summarized in this report
used isotopic concentrations from bumup calculations that were based on core-operations data.
Local neutron spectra effects are modeled for the burnup calculations by including local power
density, moderator density, and fuel temperatures, as well as soluble boron concentrations for the
bumup period of interest. However, for preclosure criticality analyses, the detailed modeling of
reactor operating histories and conditions is not practical. Bounding values will be chosen for the
parameters that represent reactor operating histories and conditions. These bounding parameter
values, along with bounding burnup profiles for individual fuel assemblies from the CRC
statepoint analyses, will be used to verify that the isotopic concentrations used for preclosure
criticality analyses are conservative with respect to criticality. As part of the isotopic model

* validation process, the sufficiency of the fuel assembly database used in satisfying the first
requirement will be demonstrated. Alternatively, additional margin may be added to account for
uncertainties, including axial effects, in isotopic concentrations. The bounding value analysis
described above may be used to determine these bounding values.

The second requirement addresses the problem with integral experiments (CRCs) exclusively for
validating the isotopic model and imposes the use of radiochemical assay data from commercial
SNF as an additional requirement. Radiochemical assay data are generally measured for a small
sample from a fuel rod. Two criticality calculations will be performed that are identical except
for the isotopic concentration input The first will iuse measured assay data as input. The second
will use the isotopic model to generate isotopic concentrations for input. Both calculations will
be performed for the same condition (enrichment, bumup, and decay time). The criticaliit
calculations will assume an infinite array of the smiiall sample of fuel rods where the assay data
were obtained. Both calculations will consider those isotopes that were measured, plus moderator
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and cladding material. Following this procedure, the isotopic model must be shown to be
conservative with respect to kwbased on analysis of the entire range of radiochemical assay data
since the more conservative of the two calculations will be used.

The third requirement addresses changes to the initial isotopic conceiftation values, as a function
of time, for preclosure. As previously described, uncertainties in the half-life and branching
frctions used in determining preclosure isotopic concentrations are propagated with a statistical
method (using Monte Carlo). Using this approach, uncertainties in k& resulting from
uncertainties in the half-life and branching flactions arc established as a function of enrichment,
burnup, and decay time. Satisfying the third requiiement will necessitate repeatedly applying the
method for treating uncertainties in isotopic decay to a range of sets of initial isotopic
concentrations to determine the largest values for uncertainty in kef.

These requirements are provided to ensure.that the assumptions used in modeling fuel depletion
(and decay) are conservative with respect to criticality. Therefore, the proposed requirements
define the isotopic model validation process.

3.4.9 Determination of Upper Subcritical Limits

An essential element of validating a method for calculating criticality multiplication factors, ken,
is estimating biases and associated uncertainties and incorporating these into a USL. A USL is
associated with'a specific type of waste form as represented by -a particular set of benchmark
criticality experiments.

A regression or trending method uses linear regression techniques with an associated lower-
uniform tolerance-band in establishing an estimate of a USL. This trend is established using
appropriate benchmark criticality experiments for the waste material of interest Trending in this
context is simple linear regression of k1ff on the predictor variable that exhibits the strongest'
correlation coefficient with ktm with a statistically significant slope. Here the predictor variable
may be a parameter, such as burnup, or a parameter that indicates the distribution of neutrons
within the system, such as the average energy of a neutron that causes fission or absorption.

A USL is estimated such that a calculated kefr on or below this limit is subcritical, and a system is
considered acceptably subcritical if a calculated k4grplus calculation uncertainties and margin lies
.at, or below, this limit. In equation notation (Lichtenwalter et al. 1997, p. 157):

ks 5 kc(x) - As - kc(x) - Akm (Eq. I)

where,
ks - the calculated multiplication factor of a system to be considered

subcritical

Aks - the uncertainty in the value of ks

x = a neutronic parameter used for trending
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kc(x) - the value obtained from a regression of the calculated kff of
benchmark critical experiments or the mean value of the data set if
there is no trend

Akc(x) = the uncertainty of kc based on the statistical scatter of the kff values of
the benchmark critical experiments, accounting for the confidence
limit, the proportion of the population covered, and the size of the data
set

AkX = administrative margin-to-criticality that would reduce the CL

The'USL is defined as:

-USL kc(x) - Ac(x) - X (Eq. 2)

Based on a given set of critical experiments, the USL is estimated as a function of a trnding
parameter for the experiments. Because both Akc(x) and kc(x) can vary with this parameter, the
USL is tpically expressed as a function of this parameter within an appropriate range of
applicability derived from the parameter bounds.

The preferred method for postclosure (DOE 1998a) for estimating a USL uses a tolerance band
approach referred to as a single-sided, uniform-width, closed interval approach in Lichtenwalter
et al. (1997, p. 160), and referred to here as a Lower Uniform Tolerance Band approach. This
approach applies statistical techniques to estimate a lower tolerance band. Further, this approach
deals with estimates of criticality for a population of waste material, which is the approach used
here for preclosure. THis is the preferred method for estimating a USL provided significant
trends could be identified.

An alternative method for preclosure is to use a confidence band with administrative margin,
similar to USL Method 1 in Lichtenwalter et al. (1997, p. 158). When a strategy for making a
transition from preclosure to postclosure is determined, the preferred method for postclosure will
have to be determined.

Part of the range of applicability (ROA) of a benchmark data set is based on the range of
parameter variation in the benchmark experiments that arm used for estimating the USL. The
other part is based on the range of fundamental parameters of the benchmark experiments.
Lichtenwalter et al. (1997, p. 163), defines three classes of fundamental characteristics from
which a fundamental parameter may be defined. The three characteristics are (1) materials of
construction (including fissionable materials), (2) the geometry of construction, and (3) the
inherent neutron energy spectrum affecting the fissionable material(s).

Once fundramental parameters and a set of critical experiments have been established. Calculated
values of k'g are trended against a number of these parameters to determine the parameter that
provides the best fit to the data from the benchmark critical experiments. his parameter may be
used for extending the range of applicability to the waste form.
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The repository will contain various types of waste forms, the majority of which will be
commercial SNF. Commercial SNF is comprised of two waste forms-PWR and BWR SNF.
Each waste form will be analyzed separately for criticality potential and will be characterized
with a set of benchmark critical experiments that span the characteristics of the particular waste
form. This includes analyzing potential critical configurations during the receiving, packaging,
and emplacing operations. Analyses for each of these operations may require different sets of
benchmark critical experiments since the neutronic parameters may change between operations.
For example, the geometric structure of potential critical configurations will be different during
the receiving operation (i.e., during handling of the waste form) than during the emplacing
operation (intact waste package); therefore, this difference must be accommodated in the
benchmark data set.

For commercial PWR SNF, CRC data are being used as benchmark data to estimate upper
subcritical limits for a limited range. Evaluation of additional CRC benchmark data will be
performed.

For commercial PWR SNF, using 45 of the CRC statepoints, the set of kff values was fit against
core average burnup (DOE 1998a). Evaluation of several statistics showed that burnup has the
strongest correlation with the kffvalues of the CRC benchmark data set. Therefore, the trended
parameter (burnup) and its range define the Range of Applicability for commercial SNF.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The design approach for criticality of the disposal container and waste package will be dictated
by exsting regulatory requirements. This conclusion is based on the fact that preclosure
operations and facilities have significant similarities to existing facilities and operations currently
regulated by the NRC. The major difference would be the use of a risk-informed approach with
burnup credit. This approach could reduce licensing delays and costs of the repository.

The probability of success for this proposed seamless licensing strategy is increased, since there
is precedence of regulation (10 CFR Part 63 and NUREG 1520) and commercial precedence for
allowing burmup credit at sites similar to Yucca Mountain during preclosure. While NUREG
1520 is not directly applicable to a facility for handling spent nuclear fuel, the risk-informed
approach to criticality analysis in NUREG 1520 is considered indicative of how the NRC will
approach risk-informed criticality analysis at spent fuel facilities in the future.

The tVipes of design basis events which must be considered during the criticality safety analysis
portion of the Integrated Safety Analysis (ISA) are hose events which result in unanticipated
moderation, loss of neutron absorber, geometric changes in the critical system, or administrative
coors in waste form placement (loading) of the disposal container. The specific events to be
considered must be based on the review of the system's design, as discussed in Section 32.

A transition of licensing approach (e.g., deterministic versus risk-informed, performance-based)
is not obvious and will require analysis. For commercial spent nuclear fuel, the probability of
interspersed moderation may be low enough to allowv nearly the same Critical Limit for both
preclosure and postclosure, though an administrative margin will be applied to preclosure and
possibly not to postclosure. Similarly the Design Basis Events for the waste package may be
incredible and therefore not require an administrative margin, or at least one that is less than the
one used currently (0.05) for all waste forms (e.g., CRWMS M&O 1999c, criteria 12.1.5, p. 10.)
In this case, the margin-to-criticality for preclosure and postclosure in the subsurface facility
would be closer to that used for postclosure (if any). This would facilitatesa seamless transition,
including the use of burnup credit.

4.1 FUTURE WORK

This report may be restructured to cover the following main areas in more detail.

* Disposal container criticality
* Emplacement and storage of waste packages in Yucca Mountain

The requirements specific to each of these areas will be covered separately with a generic section
for requirements and other subjects (e.g., burnup credit models) that are common to both areas.

Update this report for the disposal container and the waste package to:

A. Determine the range or area of neutronic parameters

B. Define the criticality control strategy used
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C: Identify experiments for validation of the methods over the range of parameters

D. Develop neutronic models

E. Devise an overall burnup credit methodology

F. Perform code-to-code comparison for benchmark experiments and selected designs

G. Analyze potential for criticality for Design Basis Events including normal operating
conditions for the disposal container and the waste package

H. Define loading curves

I. Define and analyze Design Basis Events

J. Refine the strategy for seamless transition from preclosure to postclosure

KY Obtain tolerances and uncertainties due to tolerances

.L. Restructure the preclosure report so it can provide direct input (including validation
reports) to the License Application

*M. Perform probabilistic analyses to determine likelyhood of occurrence of criticality Design
Basis Events

N. Meet with the NRC to obtain agreement on the approach to be taken, including which
regulations or guidance are preferred by them

0. Review Table 1 for other potential criticality events.

All, except item E, of the above would be needed for each different waste listed in the scope of
this report: commercial SNF, defense high-level waste glass, plutonium can-in-canister, and
DOE SNF.
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APPENDIX A - LOADING OF A WASTE CANISTER

A. ITRODUCTION

This Appendix provides a summary of the results from CRWMS M&O (1998b) and CRWMS
M&O (1998c), as they apply to the calculation of loading restrictions (loading curve) for a
disposal canister or waste cka-9ge and its potential misload.

The first part describes the calculations that were used to determine the required m um
burnup as a function of initial pressurized water reactor (PWR) assembly enrichment that could
permit loading of fuel into the 21 PWR waste package (WP). The results show that PWR spent
nuclear fuel (SNF) assemblies whose actual burnup exceeds the required minimum burnup may
be loaded into a 21 PWR waste package with a stainless steel/boron criticality control basket
design.

The second part discusses the probabilistic assessment of a misloaded disposal canister; that is, a
canister loaded with waste that exceeds its criticality design basis.

A.1 LOADING CURVES FOR A WASTE PACKAGE

The purpose of this calculation was to determine the required minimum burnup as a function of
initial PWR assembly enrichment that would permit loading of fuel into the 21 PWR WP. The
calculation is performed for PWR assemblies both with and without Burnable Poison Rod
Assemblies (BPRAs) inserted. The results are intended to show that PWR SNF assemblies
whose actual bumup exceeds the required minimum bumup may be loaded into a 21 PWR waste
package with a stainless steel/boron criticality control basket design. Details of the calculation
are in CRWMS M&O (1998b).

A loading curve using burnupcredit depicts the relationship between the initial enrichment of a
fuel assembly and the required minimum burnup needed to suppress the reactivity of that fuel
assembly sufficiently to allow it to be safely loaded into the waste package. Any assembly whose
bumup exceeds the required minimum burnup, given the initial enrichment of the fuel assembly,
may be placed in the waste package. The area in the figure above the loading curve line is the
region of acceptable fuel assemblies, while assemblies whose enrichment and burnup place them
into the area below the loading curve line may not be loaded.

The operator Who is loading a waste package must be provided with a table of fuel assembly
identifiers, initial enrichments, and burnups, and whether the assembly contained a BPRA. The
operator would verify that a given assembly falls into the acceptable region of the loading curve
based upon this information.

An example of a determination of a minimum required burnup for a specific enrichment is
shown in Figure A-l. In the example shown, the initial enrichment is 4.0 wetD and no BPRA was
assumed to be present in the assembly. The required minlnmum burnup for this example is 25.5
GWdfmtU.
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Figure A-1. Required Minimum Bumup for 4.0 wt% Enriched Commercial SNF

In CRWMS M&O (1998b) the required minimum burnup was calculated for fresh fuel
enrichments of 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, and 6.0 wt/. When these burnups are plotted
against the enrichments the resting curve determines the loading restrictions for a waste
package or disposal container. As shown in Figure A-2, the area to the left of the curve shows
acceptable enrichment, burnup pairs for SNF assemblies that can be loaded. The area to the right
defines unacceptable assemblies for loading in the applicable waste package.
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Figure A-2. Loading Restrictions for a Disposal Canister

A.2 PROBABILISTIC ASSESSMENT OF A MISLOADED CANISTER

The probability that a WP is accidentally loaded with fuel that exceeds its criticality design basis
is estimated in CRWMS M&O (1997a, Attachment Via), and is summarized in Table A-I below.
The probability/fiequency estimates consider two types of human errors that the operator might
commit when selecting the WP and/or the fuel assembly to be loaded: 1) conceptual and 2)
selection. The conceptual represents intentionally selecting the wrong item based on the
erroneous belief that it is the correct item. The latter (selection error) represents simply an
unintentional selection of the wrong item while trying to select the correct one. Unlike the
analysis results presented in CRWVMS M&O (1997a, Section 722.6.1), when dealing with
possible thermal consequences of a misload, there is no error recovery for conceptual human
errors, since the expected number of fuel assemblies to be placed in waste packages of various
criticality design limits are the same, i.e., the operator will not necessarily Srun out" of fuel
assemblies to load into a waste package.
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Table A.I. Sumraiy of Frequencies of Possible Cdtcalfty Consequences Due t6 a Mksload

WP Type Conceptual selection WPmyr Freq. Conceptual Freq. Selection wstOn fallur.l
(perWYP) (petrWP) (FuUlWP) Msload (yri) Frequency

.iuload (yr') (Yr1)
4.SOxlO-5 1 Assmb 9.65x10@ 3 I Assmbly MR1IAy.

6.02x 10 1.O1x102 1.97x102
2 2 Assembles MF: 2 Assys.

Assemblis 2.35x1 9 .65xid3
2.35x10

BWR 563x106I Assemb 120 5.761-0-3 i I Asely MF: 1 Assy.
8emx10 1.03x10U 2 t.tMc02

2 2 Assembles MF: 2 Asys.
Atsembles .. 08x10 7 6.76x10Z3

____ ____ ____ ____ 6.73x10°_ _ __ __ _

with F 5 W1 en- Y
absorber (nrsload of I assembly or ai1i WP)

esign _ 7.08x106

Mission faurm (MF) de1$lon for possible crtcaft consequence due to a mnslood. This Is simpty the sum of
the frequencies of ie conceptual and seledlon errors. The two MF deNtIons considered are: one
nisloaded fuel assembry could lad tob possible a rtlcft consequence or two mnisloaded fuel assembfles
coid lead to a possible tdcfty consequence.

For all WP types (pessurized water reactor [PWR] or boiling water reaor [BWR]) and design
options considered, entirely loading the WP with fuel that exceeded the criticality design basis
was an unlikely but credible event However, for the WP design option that includes both a PWR
and a BWR WP with a no-absorber basket, a misload of a single assembly that exceeds the
design basis is considered a likely event, and a misload of an entire WP has a frequency that is
just barely within the upper bound of the definition of an unlikely event (almost likely).
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